Coordinate™ - The Power to Move with You
Fact Sheet
Top Features
 Coordinate promotes movement and changing posture throughout the day to support a
healthier, more ergonomically friendly workspace
 The height-adjustable bases and desktop risers provide a seamless transition from
sitting to standing
 Coordinate height-adjustable bases work with dedicated rectangle or corner cove
worksurfaces and any HON worksurface, including Voi®, 10500 Series™, Preside® and
Foundation™
 Desktop Risers quickly turn any desk or table into a sit-to-stand workstation in minutes
without modifying the base or frame
Where It Works
 Incorporate sit-to-stand worksurfaces with 2-leg or 3-leg bases into any open plan,
private office or training space
 Coordinate is designed to fit all HON worksurfaces and work within virtually any office
setting to give anyone a much needed change of pace and posture
 The portable and mounted desktop risers allow you to create a sit-to-stand solution by
either placing or mounting the units on an existing or any standard HON worksurface
Product Details: Coordinate Height-Adjustable Base
 The Coordinate Height Adjustable Base is available in a 2-leg/2-stage, 2-leg/3-stage and
3-leg/3-stage models
 The 2-leg and 3-leg/3-stage bases range from 21 5/8”H to 47 ¾”H to support a variety of
postures and preferences. The 2-stage base ranges from 21 5/8”H to 45 ¼” H.
 Dedicated worksurfaces are 1” narrower in width on each side and ¾ narrower in depth
to prevent pinch points
 Attaches to any HON worksurface 24”D to 30”D and 48”W to 72”W, without needing
additional components
 Ships with memory control standard, which allows the worksurface to move to one of
four pre-set levels
 Backed by HON’s Limited 5-Year Warranty

Product details continued on next page.

Product Details: Mounted Desktop Riser
 Gas-assist lever-operated height adjustment mechanism is easy to use
 Mounts with a clamp to any worksurface with a depth of 20”-30”
 Available in three models:
o HS1100 accommodates a laptop or free-standing monitor
o HS1101 accommodates a single monitor arm
o HS1102 accommodates dual monitor arms
 Includes a large primary worksurface and a smaller platform for keyboard and mouse
 Backed by HON’s Limited 5-Year Warranty

Product Details: Portable Desktop Riser
 Sits atop an existing desk to create sit-to-stand functionality by raising the computer
 Includes keyboard tray and surface for computer monitors
 Maximum loading capacity on worksurface is 33lbs.
 Desktop Riser is 35”W x 31”D with keyboard
 Recommended for use on worksurfaces greater than 37 ½”W and 24”D
 Backed by HON’s Limited 5-Year Warranty

Visit hon.com/coordinate for more information.

